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In January of 1991, the LaRC SSFO performed an assessment of the
characteristics of the proposed pre-intel;rated Freedom concept. Of particular
concern was the relationship between solar array operation and spacecraft
controllability. For the Man-Tended c_nfiguration (MTC), it was determined
that torque equilibrium attitude (TEA) seeking CMG control laws could not
always maintain attitude using four CMGs. Control problems occurred when
the solar arrays were tracking the sun t_, produce full power while flying in an
arrow or gravity gradient flight mode. At these attitudes, high rate alpha joint
motion may occur during an orbit when the direction to the sun is nearly parallel
to the alpha joint rotation vector. This in turn leads to significant variations
in configuration inertia, thus 1) invalidating constant inertia control gain
derivation assumptions, and 2) exerting a disturbance torque on the CMG
controlled core body. Several modified sun tracking techniques were evaluated
with respect to producing a controllable configuration requiring no
modifications to the CMG control algorithms. A feathered flight attitude
produced satisfactory control characteristics but reduced available power from
18.75 kw to an average of 8.7 kw. Other constrained sun tracking strategies
eliminated the large solar array articular motions and the associated
controllability problems while only reducing full power by an average of up to
10%. Another assessment involved the asymmetric Permanently Manned
Configuration (PMC) which has a third PV unit on one side of the transverse
boom. Results indicated that this configuration would utilize almost two-thirds
of the CMG momentum storage capability/at an orbital altitude of 220 nautical
miles. Other simulations indicated that the addition of a berthed orbiter utilized
nearly all of the available CMG capability.
This report summarizes the above study. Report recommendations include
constraining alpha rotations for MTC in the arrow and gravity gradient flight
modes and perhaps developing new non-TEA seeking control laws.
Recommendations for PMC include raising the operational altitude, or moving
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16 Abstract
In January of 1991, the LaRC SSFO performed an assessment of the configuration characteristics of
the proposed pre-integrated Freedom concept. Of particular concern was the relationship of solar
array operation and orientation with respect to spacecraft controllability. For the Man-Tended
configuration (MTC), it was determined that torque equilibrium attitude (TEA) seeking CMG control
laws could not always maintain attitude. The control problems occurred when the solar arrays were
tracking the sun to produce full power while flying in an arrow or gravity gradient flight mode. The
large solar array articulations that sometimes result from having the functions of the alpha and beta
joints reversed on MTC induce large product of inertia changes that can invalidate the control system
gains during an orbit. Several modified sun tracking techniques were evaluated with respect to
producing a controllable configuration requiring no modifications to the CMG control algorithms.
Another assessment involved the Permanently M_nned Configuration (PMC) which has a third
asymmetric PV unit on one side of the transverse boom. Recommendations include constraining
alpha rotations for MTC in the arrow and gravity gradient flight modes and perhaps developing new
non TI:,A socking control laws. Recommendations for PMC include raising the operational altitude
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